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Empiricism and the Knowledge
Base of Educational Practice
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University of Washington
D.C. Phillips
Stanford University
Man who lives in a world of hazards is compelled to seek security.
-John Dewey, The Quest for Certainty
As John Dewey recognized, humans have always longed for security in an
uncertain universe and have sought to achieve command over nature in order
that they might better be insulatedagainstdisasterand, perhaps, also be able to
improve their lot. Myths, legends, and superstitionsoften reflect these deepseated human urges; so do fairy tales. Consider the wonderful story by the
brothers Grimmof Rumpelstiltskin,the gnome who had gained enough control
over nature to be able to spin strawinto gold. The unfortunateyoung maiden to
whom Rumpelstiltskingave assistancehad to pay a terribleprice for his help. In
the end, thankfully, the maiden learned Rumpelstiltskin'sname. She thereby
not only avoided Rumpelstiltskin'sprice but also ended up gaining control over
him.
Todayhumanityis more advanced:Primitivefaith in magichas been replaced,
in many cases, by belief in the findingsof empiricalresearch. Indeed, we can go
further: Some modern educational researchersseem to be intellectual descendants of Rumpelstiltskin, claiming to possess the capacity to spin the dross of
hard data into educational gold using meta-analysis and other statistical techniques. But no less than the maiden in the fairy tale, one needs to stop and ask if
the price they exactis too high. In the case of the lengthyand painstakingworkof
Wang, Haertel, and Walberg(WHW, 1993a), we shall argue that the answeris
yes.
We shall pursue two different lines of thought; we are grateful to WHW for
providingsuch a rich setting in which to cash out these importantissues. First,
althoughthe issues are complex, in the final analysisthe atomisticor reductionistic methodology used by WHW in their work (and which is so popular in many
educationalresearchcircles) does not do justice to the educationalphenomena
that they wish to illuminate;while pursuingthis general theme, we will make a
number of points about the relation of theory and evidence in science, and we
will touch on certain crucial assumptions that are made about educational
research. Second, WHW have too simple a view of the relation between educational research and educationalpractice. But before turningto these, it may be
worthwhile to summarize their general line of thought.
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Summary: The Need for a KnowledgeBase
During the 1980s, WHW report, "the mediocre performanceof the nation's
students and the increased number of at-risk children and families spurred
government, business, educators, and the public to rethink many aspects of
schooling" (Wang et al., 1993a). From restructuringefforts to performance
assessments, "a variety of innovative programs" (Wang et al., 1993a) were
developed. Amid the dizzying wave of reform, researchers began to study
specific treatments and interventions. These assessments, however, were too
sporadicand limited to permitrobustgeneralizationsabout the "replicablelongterm impact"(Wanget al., 1993a)of reform.CitingMike Kirst, WHW conclude
that, if programs and innovations were to be assessed with any degree of
confidence, "snapshotstudies" (Wanget al., 1993a) would have to be replaced
by "a systematic knowledge base established over time and under varying
circumstances"(Wang et al., 1993a).
Accordingly, WHW tell us, their article "is an attempt to begin to cull from
theory, empiricalresults, and expert judgmentsa systematicknowledge base of
school learning" (Wang et al., 1993a). Such a knowledge base, the authors
assert, "should not represent a particularphilosophy, such as behaviorismor
pragmatism. Rather, it should include theories explaining the influences on
school learning, empirical results distilled from research studies, and expert
judgmentsabout influenceson school learning"(Wanget al., 1993a). In WHW's
view, this body of foundational knowledge would hold direct implicationsfor
practice. Referringto it, teachersand other practitionerswouldknow what to do
in order to effect successful learning.
As a result of their inquiries, WHW reach the conclusion that distal variables-such as, demographicfactors, and state or district or school-level policies-have less influence on learning than do proximal variables-such as,
psychological and instructional practices and students' home environments;
furthermore, WHW claim, the inference about the respective magnitudes of
these effects can be made with great confidence, because the various methods
used (content analysis, expert ratings, and meta-analysis) all lead to the same
conclusion. They write:
The actions of students, teachers, and parents matter most to student
learning;policiesat the program,school, district,state, and federallevels
havelimitedeffectcomparedto the day-to-dayeffortsof the peoplewho are
most involved in students' lives....

Distal policies are likely to make a

major differencein learningonly when they affect proximalpractices.
(Wanget al., 1993a)
The purportedmagnitudeof expert consensus leads WHW to proclaimthat an
emergentknowledgebase, though "neitherformalizednor explicit, [apparently]
underlieslearning"(Wanget al., 1993a). It is on this base, WHW conclude, that
it is possible-and indeed prudent-to erect an edifice of school practice.
The First Line of Criticism:Abstracted Empiricism
The procedures used by WHW, in the main, smack of what C. WrightMills
elegantlytermed abstractedempiricism(Mills, 1970). Despite their referencesto
theory, WHW collected data and analyses of data in an atheoreticalway; they
were charitablyinclusive, in the sense that, if they uncovered a researcherwho
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had measured certain variables, for whatever reason, that could possibly be
related to the effects of schooling, then this material was likely to have been
incorporated.(The technicalproblemsassociatedwith this way of doing business
are not our concern here.) Theory-WHW's theory-about what factors shape
the impactof schoolingthen emergedfromtheir meta-analysisof all this data. Of
course, they also cross-checkedtheir findingsby getting the opinions of experts;
but as most of these probablyused the same atheoreticalprocedurein their own
work (they are largely, after all, experts in what variablesimpact school learning), it is not entirely clear that using them constituted a nonconfoundedsource
of enlightenment! But what precisely are the difficulties related to this way of
generatingtheory and/ora "theoreticalframework"and "systematicknowledge
base" (Wang et al., 1993a)? There are several points to be made here.
Data and Theory Generation
The first point concerns the impoverishedsense of "theory." In the natural
sciences-where the production of theories has rightly been regarded as a
crowning achievement-it has long been realized that theory cannot be produced merely by processingor generalizingfrom the availabledata. Theory goes
beyond the data and accounts for it, and theory therefore cannot be generated
mechanically from data. (The philosopher Charles S. Peirce coined the term
abductionto describe the process of theory invention; together with Dewey and
Popperand others, he recognizedthat generatingtheory is a creativeratherthan
an algorithmicprocess. See Phillips, 1987, Part 1.) The kinetic theory of gases,
for example, cannot be producedby generalizingfrom data about the measured
values of such variablesas pressure,volume, temperature,and the mass of a gas;
neither can quantumtheory or evolutionarytheory or the theory of relativitybe
produced by either a process of generalization or some sort of mathematical
analysis of bodies of data (see, for further discussion, Phillips, 1992, chap. 9).
After all, if theories were produciblein this way, Darwin, Einstein, and the rest
would not be recognizedas scientistsof genius. In the wordsof the philosopherof
science, Carl Hempel,
Theoriesare usuallyintroducedwhenpreviousstudyof a classof phenomena has revealeda systemof uniformitiesthatcan be expressedin the form
of empiricallaws. Theories then seek to explain these regularitiesand,
generally, to afford a deeper and more accurateunderstandingof the
phenomenain question.To this end, a theoryconstruesthose phenomena
as manifestationsof entitiesandprocessesthatlie beneathor behindthem,
as it were. (Hempel, 1966, p. 70)
Seen in this light, WHW'sclaimthat proximalvariablesare more influentialthan
distal variablesis not an illuminatingtheory. To suggest, as WHW do, that this
conclusion is equivalent to a theoretical framework(albeit an emerging one) is
ratherlike saying that Boyle's law, Charles'law, and the kinetic theory of gases
could profitably be replaced by a statement such as: Pressure, volume, and
temperaturehave more influence on the behavior of a gas than other variables
that could be measured. This undoubtedlyis true, but it is hardlyan advancedor
informative theory. It is simply a generalized statement of the findings of
empirical research, and a relatively atheoretical statement at that.
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MeasurementWithoutHypotheses Is Blind
The second issue raisedby WHW'smethodologyis that abstractedempiricism
(measuring the maximum number of things that are measureable and then
seeing what turns up in various analyses) often is unlikely to lead to relevant
insight. For measurementthat is not guided by deep reflection on the nature of
the object or phenomenon being measured is likely to miss its core features.
Science does not usually progress by measuring all that can be measured but
ratherby reflection and experimentationdirected at determiningwhat ought to
be measured and then devising ways to deal with these things. The procedure
followed by WHW is reminiscentof the one advocatedby FrancisBacon (15611626):Exhaustiveennumerationor collectionof all possible factstakes place first
and then is followed by a mechanical process of induction which will produce
theories! This dream was eventually shattered by the realizationthat the facts
researcherscollect are largely determinedby the things they look for, and what
they look for is largelydeterminedby the priortheories or models or hypotheses
that they hold. (For a discussionand critiqueof Bacon's model of induction, see
Phillips, 1987, Part 1.)
An ImpoverishedModel of Teachingand Learning
Teachingis a complex activitywherein a learner (hopefully) acquiresphysical
and intellectualskills, information,theories, insight, a varietyof levels of understanding,moral and ethical standards,and so forth. It is not clear that atheoretical measurement of variables can capture these things in a nontrivial way.
Research on teaching, learning, and school success-like research on other
complex matters-will be more to the point if it is undertaken on the basis of
careful prior reflection, analysis, or theorizingabout what ought to be studied.
The same point can be put anotherway:JackDouglas, writingin a monograph
on social researchnearly two decades ago, stressed that it is a sound principleof
research that the methods used in inquiryshould be attuned to the (supposed)
natureof the object of inquiry(Douglas, 1976). WHW make it clearthat they are
not willing to bite the bullet about using some conception or model of teaching/
learning to guide their inquiries into the phenomenon they are researching.
Indeed, they state explicitly that they were not guided by philosophies like
behaviorismor pragmatism(Wanget al., 1993a). However,positionslike behaviorismand pragmatism-especially the workof Dewey in the lattercategory (see
Democracy and Education, chap. 25, 1916/1944)-do offer coherent views of
the phenomena that are of interest to WHW. The point is that some conception
of what it is they are studyingis requiredto give directionand point to WHW's
endeavors.And, of course, a skepticmightarguethat WHW in fact do have such
a guiding conception-an unduly mechanisticmodel of teaching and schooling
that most readily lends itself to the kind of investigationthey have carriedout.
Whator How?
There is a final point to be made in this discussionof abstractedempiricism.
Arguably, the key issue in research aimed at producing a knowledge base for
teaching and schooling is not which variablesto maximize but rather how the
relevant variables ought to be or can be maximized. Consider the following
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example: It is intuitivelyobvious that, in general, a student who spends no time
on task will learn very little. Thus the issue is not that teachers need metaanalysisto tell them that time on task has to be maximized. Rather, the issue is
how to maximize time on task, given the conditions that teachers labor under!
And in order to answerthis question, some model or theory of the phenomenon
needs to be used as a guide. Provisos,such as proximalvariablesare more closely
related to effective schooling than distal ones, do not give help where help is
needed. This point leads directly to our other major concern.
The Second Line of Criticism: The Oversimple
Relation Between Theory and Practice/Policy
It is arguable, then, that WHW have not established a knowledge base of
schooling but rather offer denatured generalized empirical findings. The
atheoretical characterof WHW's conclusions suggests that the authors have a
mistaken view, not only of the relationship between theory and data but also
about the role that hypotheses, reflection, and philosophicalcommitmentsplay
in the generation of theoretical knowledge.
But let us suppose for a moment that WHW in fact had produced a theory.
Does this mean that, as the authorsclaim, researcherswould be in a position to
easily derive guidance for educational practice? On WHW's account, theory
drives practice: Research on research on schooling bears directly on schooling
itself. Armed with findingsthat they regardas broad, significant,and confirmed
by experts, WHW harbor no reservationsin proclaimingwhat teachers should
do. Their view is: The more solid the base of knowledge, the more assured
researchers can be that reform will proceed on course.
A peculiar kind of logic informsthis way of thinking. Fromstatisticalcorrelations, practicesare inferred;the strongerthe correlation, the more obvious the
practice seems. Gary Fenstermacherhas discussed the error here; he calls this
slide in logic a kind of "triple play" (Fenstermacher,1978). As he puts it: "If
the theorems are valid, then their conversionto rules and precepts is justified"
(p. 166). Many a researcher has been seduced by the apparent security this
move offers.
While it is tempting to infer practicalimperativesfrom correlationaldescriptions, the simple fact is this: Conclusionsabout what ought to be done cannot be
deduced from what is. No amount of expert consensus can alter this point of
logic. Even if everyone could agree on the items in a knowledgebase, how to put
this knowledge to good use would remain an open matter. As William James
(and NathanielGage) put it, teachingis an art, not a science (Gage, 1978;James,
1958). Spanningthe gap between what is and what ought to be is a host of linking
premises that involve judgmentsof value. Value judgmentsare by naturevaried
and contentious. The move, therefore, from theory to practice always entails
assumptions or suppressed linking premises that are open to debate. (See
Phillips, 1980.)
The sociologist Max Weber put this point eloquently nearly 80 years ago.
Writingabout medicine, a "practicaltechnology"(Weber, 1918/1946)which had
become "highly developed scientifically,"Weber observed:
of the medicalenterpriseis statedtriviallyin
The general"presupposition"
the assertionthat medicalscience has the task of maintaininglife as such
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andof diminishingsufferingas suchto the greatestdegreepossible.Yet this

is problematical .... Whether life is worth living and when-this question

is not askedby medicine.Naturalsciencegivesus an answerto the question
of whatwe mustdo if we wishto masterlife technically.It leavesquiteaside,
or assumesfor its purposes,whetherwe shouldand do wish to masterlife
technicallyand whetherit ultimatelymakes sense to do so. (p. 144)
Science, for Weber, indeed had producedtechnical advances. but towardswhat
end these advances should be put, science cannot say. Statements about norms
and ends are not provenscientifically.They ratherare judgmentsand interpretations, forged through conversation and debate.
The most helpful science, we might conclude, confronts researchers with
normativequestions-questions that must be addressedif practiceis to thrive. In
this regard, WHW do a great service. The authorsthemselves do not recognize
this importantcontribution;in their view, implicationsfor practice are obvious
imperativesemerging from their analyses of data. Yet the strength of WHW's
study lies precisely where it leaves off: It initiates conversationabout purposes
and ends. The possibility, and even necessity, of normativeconversationis most
evident in the authors' remarks about proximal variables. Looking at each
variable in turn will clarify assumptions about goals and goods that must be
brought to light.
Psychologicalattitudes-particularlycognitive and metacognitiveprocessescomprise the authors' first "key types of proximal variables" (Wang et al.,
1993a). According to the data, the effect of these processes on student learning
proves to be especially strong. WHW therefore conclude:
All of these psychologicalattributesare essential to the developmentof
independent, self-regulatedlearners. Currently,many educationaland
psychologicaltheoristsconceiveof learnersas architectsbuildingtheirown
knowledgestructures,a conceptionthat reflectsthe cognitiveparadigmof
learningnow prominentin the social sciences. (1993a)
As the authors themselves suggest, transformingfindings about cognition into
pedagogical practice entails far more than mastering specified techniques. A
host of normative questions also must be negotiated. What is the meaning of
independent?What does self-regulatedmean? What assumptionsabout the role
of tradition, authority,and communitylife do these constructsentail? Who, or
what, guides or constrainsthe architects?Is it alwaysdesirablefor learnersto be
independent? Might this value be counterproductivefor certain kinds of students or in certain subject domains or social settings?
Variablesconcerninginstructionpose similarquestions. "When teachers engage students in social interactions,"WHW (1993a) declare, "they can model
appropriatebehaviors, dissuade students from disruptivebehavior, and establish a classroomatmosphereconduciveto learning."But what exactly counts as
"appropriate"or "disruptive"behavior, and under which conditions do these
judgmentshold? Who determineswhat is acceptableand what is deviant?Must
students always conform to the teacher's model?
The final variable, home environment, is no less value laden. "In contrast to
distal variables which are more removed from students' day-to-day lives, the
home is central to students' daily experience," WHW (1993a) write. "Consequently, the home functionsas the most salient out-of-schoolcontext for student
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learning, amplifyingor diminishingthe school's effect on learning"(Wanget al.,
1993a). On the basis of this finding, WHW conclude that "teachers must ...
develop strategies to increase parent involvement in their children's academic
life" (WHW, 1993a, p. 25). Going beyond "traditional once-a-year parent/
teacher conferences" (WHW, 1993a), "teachers should encourage parents
to ... [help] . . . with
homework,
[monitor] . . . television
viewing,
[read] . . . to their . . . children, and simply [express] . . . the expectation that

their children will achieve academic success" (WHW, 1993a).
To value readingover TV seems like a worthydirective. Who can quarrelwith
encouraging parents to express high expectations? Yet even these seemingly
innocent exhortationsare saturatedwith normative assumptions.The implication is that parents won't, or can't, aid their children's learning; teachers,
therefore, must enlighten parents about how to do their job better.
But as Marvin Lazerson and colleagues point out (Lazerson, McLaughlin,
McPherson, & Bailey, 1985, chap. 1), the kinds of issues to which WHW point
are extraordinarilycomplex. Schools alone can't rectify problems that are profoundly social. What value commitmentsmust society make to ensure that every
child has an opportunityto learn?What kinds of social trade-offsare involved in
promoting home environments?Do teachers and parents in fact share a vision
for how best to effect learning?What do parents in different situationsneed to
promote their children's success?
Questions such as these cannot be answered "correctly."Neither rules nor
algorithmscan remove contingencyand doubt. The way we choose to respondto
these questions is alwaysan act of judgment;practicecannot be deemed wrong
or right independent of purpose and context.
This does not mean, however,that all choices are equally sound. Actions may
be more or less appropriate,constructive,worthwhile.Opening up our decisions
to critical scrutiny or challenge does not guarantee correctness, but it does
increase the likelihood that assumptionswill be acknowledged and that what
Max Weber calls "inconvenientfacts" (1918/1946, p. 147) will be exposed and
confronted. Becoming conscious of deep assumptions, in turn, enhances the
capacity for choice. And choice with respect to decision making carrieswith it
increased responsibility.
The findingsimplicitin the present study thus do not-and logicallycannotdictate practice. Rather, they suggest normativequestions that must be negotiated socially. From Dewey we learn that the quality of deliberationdepends on
the quality of association that a community enjoys. The richer the communal
interaction-the more diverse the experiences, values, and beliefs of the participants-the more likely it is that otherwise unrecognized assumptions will be
broughtto light (see Bernstein, 1985; Dewey, 1916/1944,chap. 7; Friess, 1950).
On this account of decision making, not only researchexperts but all interested
parties-teachers, parents, policymakers,and perhapsthe learnersthemselvesare potential partners in the conversation about policies and practices.
On the kind of model sketched above, settling practicalquestions is neither
clean nor simple. With diversitycomes both richnessand potential conflict. Not
only practice but the nature of educational conversationitself is put into question. How, exactly, might each party contributeto the debate? What constitutes
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authority and expertise in deliberations about aims, values, and practices in
education?How can the insightsof differentgroupsbe made availableto others?
How can access be assured? Who gains, and who loses?
This way of makingdecisions about educationalpracticechallenges a network
of assumptionsheld, not only by WHW but by many researchers,policymakers,
and members of the public. Education, many of us want to believe, is apolitical:
Something as precious as our children'sfuture should not be sullied by partisan
debate (Tyack& Hansot, 1981). Conflict,moreover,is difficultto embrace. Lack
of consensus seems to signal disarray;it suggests that progress is not being
furthered but is rather being paralyzed (Kaestle, 1993).
Recognizing, however, that there is no one right way to promote successful
practice,it becomes incumbenton us to reassessthese assumptions.And clearly,
as we discussthese mattersand try to forge educationalpolicies and educational
practices, our findings-the findings of researchers-must be taken into account. But ratherthan constitutinga knowledgebase that containsdirectivesfor
practice, research findings serve as a resource-one resource among, perhaps,
many that can be put to diverse uses by the variousparticipantsin the conversation about education.
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